The first step to competing and studying at an American
university is to know your possibilities!
Our students take advantage of the American educational system, obtaining their university
degree, which along with the learned English language, are the keys to be successful in their
future.
We offer you different personalized services that will suit you, depending on whether you
choose to study through sports scholarships or other university studies!

TOEFL, SAT & GED PREP

Know your american college admission
tests!
College entrance exams are used by admissions
counselors to evaluate applicants from different
high schools and locations.
Some colleges require a minimum test score
that applicants must have earned from an
entrance exam in order to be admissible. Other
schools look at the applicant holistically and
utilize test scores as just one piece of the whole
picture in making the admissions decision.
At SC Language we have native teachers highly
specialized in teaching classes for the
preparation of the TOEFL, SAT and GED exams.

ACE your college admission tests by preparing
with us!
US universities grant thousands of dollars in
athletic scholarships that can cover up to 100%
of your studies.
The more information you have about the steps
you have to take to get your scholarship, the
greater your chances.

We offer you:
Courses + Tests practice + Coaching

TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language)

What is the TOEFL?
TOEFL test provides a
standardized way to
measure the English skills
of non-native speakers
prior to enrolling in
English-based colleges or
other educational
programs.

Why take the TOEFL?
The TOEFL exam is required by almost every
school for foreign students who want to
study any subject in the US. While there are
many requirements for international
students to study in the US, the TOEFL is one
of the most important.
The TOEFL exam is necessary in academic
setting to be sure students can get by in an
English-speaking environment.

SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test)

What is the SAT?
The SAT is an entrance exam used by most
colleges and universities to make admissions
decisions. It is a multiple-choice, pencil-andpaper test created and administered by the
College Board.
The purpose of the SAT is to measure a high
school student's readiness for college, and
provide colleges with one common data point
that can be used to compare all applicants.

Why take the SAT?
One of the most significant reasons
is how the test affects your college
options; If you're applying to college,
you will almost certainly need to
submit SAT scores.
* The first section is called Evidence-Based
Reading and Writing, and it is comprised of
two tests: The Reading test and the Writing
and Language test. The second part of the
SAT is the Math test, which has two portions:
The Math Test—Calculator and the Math
Test—No Calculator.

GED
(Graduate Equivalency Degree or
General Educational Diploma)

What is the GED?
The GED is a credential that can take the
place of a high school diploma, allowing a
student who did not complete high school to
apply to college.
A GED is earned by passing the GED test,
which covers four subject areas:
Mathematical Reasoning, Reasoning
Through Language Arts, Social Studies, and
Science.

Why take the GED?
If you don't have a traditional high
school diploma, you can still earn
an equivalent credential by
getting your GED
Getting your GED offers a chance
at a better future. With a little
preparation and effort, you’ll have
the certification you need to get a
higher paying job and an
opportunity to further your
education.

WE GOT YOU COVERED!
Pick the test that will best suit your case or
be prepared to go all-in with our
3-TEST PACKAGE PREP
(TOEFL + SAT + GED)
and excel your college applications!

BOOK YOUR
TEST PREP!
administracion@sclanguage.com
916-030203
Avda. de Atenas, 73 – 28232
Las Rozas (Madrid)
www.sclanguage.com

